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I -
widdie County. The facility, desegregated in 1968, has evolved into today’s Central State Hos-
pital (CSH), part of the Department of Behavioral Health & Developmental Services (DBHDS), 
and now houses the only maximum-security mental health unit in Virginia. 

The CHS campus contains 
two known cemeteries 

-
torically interred deceased 

the well-maintained Hiram 
W. Woods Cemetery, the 
hospital established in or 
around 1930. Its graves 
are marked with concrete 

with the ground. By con-
trast, a roughly four-acre 
burial ground at the 

-
-
-

perceived mental illnesses. 

Since 2019, however, because of CSH’s ongoing diligence in preserving its historical records 

DHR, DBHDS, the Department of General Services, Virginia State University, Virginia Com-
-
-

torical Society, and Friends of Central State Hospital. Funding from the Andrew W. Mellon 

-

an unfunded project within the African American Studies program at the University of Texas at 
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In 2015, Dr. Davis’s research received a 
needed boost when the Andrew W. Mel-

project, Dr. Davis’s research focused on 
redesigning urban mental health services 
and preserving historical data on those ser-
vices for African Americans in Virginia from 

-
ported by the Mellon grant. 

in late 2018 DHR began working with CSH 
on issues pertaining to the Unmarked 

their concerns to DHR about the ceme-
-

cemetery lacked any signage or means of 

from DHR on how CSH could protect the 

cemetery in 2019, as described above. 

Seeking to highlight and honor the cemetery, CSH proposed in 2019 installing an interpre-

parking area, and then conducted a series of shovel test pits where the sign and park-

important historic features. 

Act (§ 10.1-1188 Code of Virginia).
 

68 would have an adverse impact on the historic state property. DHR made that assess-

-
-

-

-
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the cemetery’s boundaries. In October 2020, DGS and DHR executed a Memorandum of 

-
-

performed services for the deceased.  

The GPR survey also found evidence for graves beyond the modern boundary fence to the 

of the burial ground—while the eastern side appears devoid of graves. Only one of the 
two headstones in the Unmarked Cemetery is legible, showing an interment date of 1916. 
Hospital death records indicate that the earliest burial in the area was in 1884, and CSH 

The importance of the Unmarked Cemetery lies in its ability—through archaeology and 

should include: 

• 

• 

• Further research into death records to build life histories for individuals buried 
there, and

• 
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(view a video -

also spoke. A companion anniversary event, the Dr. S. Hughes Melton History Sympo-
sium, occurred virtually on October 22 and 23, at the campus of Virginia State University. 

to explain the current and future value of increasing family, public, and scholarly knowl-
-

ing of state mental hospitals into the current century. These 150th anniversary events—
along with its diligent stewardship of its historical records and burial grounds—exemplify 

importance of CSH.

partners, are returning a sense of dignity to the individuals interred in the Unmarked 
Cemetery; in doing so, this work recognizes the Commonwealth’s history in a way that 

Cemetery during an August ceremony (view a video), prior the 150th anniversary. To mark 

became due to Covid—a virtual remembrance ceremony for the individuals buried in the 
cemetery. During the occasion, DBHDS Commissioner Land spoke, the CSH Choir per-

authored:


